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Abstract

A theory is given for the structure-dependent scattering as a

function of temperature which is responsible for the resistivity of

a simple liquid metal such as sodium or one of the other alkalis.  If

we assume that the total disorder of the liquid contributes to the

resistivity we may introduce the radial distribution function of the

liquid into the analysis.  This description of the disorder is equivalent

to a distribution of correlated density fluctuations given in terms of

the radial distribution function.  The temperature dependence of the

4*
resistivity then arises from the temperature dependence of the radial

distribution curve which in turn is due to the coreelated thermally

activated density fluctuations   in the liquid. Results  are   obta ined

for both the constant pressure and constant volume cases.

Mea surements   of the temperature dependence   of the resistivity

at constant pressure of sodium and mercury are reported and described.

The behavior of sodium and mercury are quite similar and agree quali-

tatively with the theory.

Comparison is made between our calculations and Ziman's theory.

It is concluded that the temperature dependence of the short-range

order in the liquid rather than plasma scattering is responsible for

the temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity.
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1 Introduction

Recent theoretical and experimental work indicates a rebirth of

interest has occurred in the structure and properties of liquidf,
(1)(2)

particularly of the simpler metals.  The purpose of this report is to

try to correlate the various structural aspects of a simple metallic

liquid with its electrical resistivity at constant pressure.

The major conceptual problems to be overcome in our case are the

description of the detailed arrangement of the residual ion-cores and

the specification of the eigenstates of the conduction electrons.  Con-

trary  to  the  case for solids,   the ion cores  of a liquid metal cannot

be located on regularly arranged lattice sites.  The only apparently

significant structural information is that given by the local radial

distribution functian n(r).  Since there is no reliable theory for this

parameter we introduce an experimental distribution, n(r), which is

determined from appropriate x-ray or neutron scattering data.

The case for the eigenfunctions of the conduction electrons

is just as complex to treat. However, on the basis of certain
(2)

fairly reliable experimental results some reasonably simple assumptions

can be put forward.  The relatively high electrical conductivities of

liquid metals, even though several times smaller than for solids, im-

ply the electric current carriers are quite mobile.  This, plus the

fact that Hall constant data and optical constant data characterize a

free electron behavior, indicate that it is reasonable to treat the

(2)
problem as if the electrons are almost free. Based upon this

assumption it is possible to calcu1ate the scattering of the electrons

in a straight forward fashion.

.'. I'l.**170. „'.  .... .  --' .... '. *.:T ..:·'.It...P ./  'it
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If any physical system exists in a given eigenstate which does

not change during a scattering process, we have the case of elastic

scattering.       In   this   case   the Born approximation   for free electrans

applies and the scattering cross-section is expressible in terms of(3)

an appropriate distribution function .  In addition, for negligible
(4)

energy transfers, the momentum transfer is essentially unique for each

scattering angle   8.      That   is,      l a s'       =     A i|K l       =      2  6    k     sin 26   is   the

momentum transferred by scattering through an angle e. 41 k is the mo-

mentum of the incident electron.

Now if we realize that the resistivity arises from the total

disorder of the system then such questions as the temperature depend-

ence of the resistivity depend on the temperature dependence of the

radial distribution function n(r). We consider such problems in a              .+

general way by the following analysis.

One can readily show that the resistivity is given by

mv
max         m                 (1)

f                   N*e 2A N*e 2   't

N*  = effective number of carriers/cm3; v =  velocity of an .max

electron   at the Fermi surface;   ./4- = mean-free-path   of an electron;

and     T  = mean-free-time between successive scatterings.
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For the case of a simple monovalent metal such as sodiu
m we may

reasonably presume N* independent of temperature.  Thus
 the effective

structure dependence of f appears in 1/t where

Ir

1- v     f  SCe) (1-cose)da) (2)

   max J 0

da>  =  2  sine de (0 being the scattering angle) and S(8) da> is the

differential scattering cross-section for the conduction electrons of

1 cm3 of liquid.

S(e), the unit scattering power, is evaluated by means 
of the

Born approximation to give
(5)

2

12mF .1· .      iK    r          
1J

S(e) V (r)e dr (3)z- F J  p                         „

*lb. + JK  = K-k' is the so-called scattering vector.  For an arbitrary array
-0,

of atoms the scattering potential, V (r), is expressed b
y

P

N  1\1                F

v c.)      I    13,(*-i  -volP

n=1

;J

Vn(r-rn)      = the potential   due   to   the   ion   in   the nth atomic   cell   of

J

the liquid. V (r-r ) can be assumed to be essentially zero outside

its cell.  V0 is the so-called average "inner" potential of the liquid

'.......,       , ...-'
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and can be estimated from the refrsctive index of the liquid for

electrons.  By substitution

N/V .-/ S -1
-2m

f(e)  =  --744 li  -7 i 0
)-V e rdr (4)

iK• J.

-

-1   1  -1 1
where S(8)  = |f(e)12. Replacing the variable r by R = r-r  we

obtain a more convenient result ,

-2m JJ-
iK•rf(e)   -7    Fn(K)e  n44

n
1

-J. r r 7   ik·* + .
where    Fn(K)       =    J        [5(R)    -   VoJ

e dR 18 called the form factor

. T
of the nth cell.

S(8) now takes the form

/2       r-· 1                              iK-(rn-rm)    (5)
S J J

SCe)  =   f(e)1 2  - (2m 2.,                pnCK) Fm"    (Se

-    4,42   }                      n,m
J 1           J

Thus, if we let r   =  r  +r. one may writen J

11
/2m        \2            r'                  4                       1      -iK• r.

sCe)    =
(-4-47 

t  Fn(K)F* . CK)e   j   (6)n+J
n,j

'.„„=„, -T,"r."·01...,-r-/ ....   .....      - 21 /.: "·.· 7•'."T'• •.. :•-0-·• -.:r.·•.•      -·,-*•-9)•--•.4·.•·'
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For an isotropic system such as a simple liquid (6)
'becomes

-
-

SC,)          ( 'm,10 >   2   +       1  +    I
c, sin K ri (7)

j               J
Kr.

-

J

where all the Fn(K) are assumed to be equal (i.e., a homogeneous liquid).

as an appropriate average structure ane represents 
the neighbors about

2 *
any one atam by a continuous distribution 4*r n(r)

.

4*r2 -t(r)dr  = the number of neighbors lying betw
een e and r+dr.

The summation is then replaced by an integral

-6.2<   r 00
N        /  2,n    F(K) 1 4 1+ /

41rr2 EK(r).n,Il sM:Krdrs(8)
  < 442 / L Jo

r "    2    sinKr   +J 4* r n dr
t

(8)o   Kr
0

no  = N/V, the average atomic density.

z(r)  = IR(r)-nol  is a correlation function which describes

the correlations in the relative positions of diffe
rent particles.

Also, z(r)+ 0 rapidly with increasing r. The first integrs 1 on

the right side of (8) has significant contribution
s only from small

r.      The second integral   is   zero   for   K > 0,   and   thus   can be neglected.

From diffraction theory it can be shown that

-                      roo           2
ICK)     =    1  +u              41Er            Fi(r)-no          sin](r

dr (9)
Kr

0

e·     . ...          ' 
' ..'   ..·•.T---*-*-........

t...F.727.f=f..,  17    -  S".,7 1'8E· '- :r,wl
JAE*6*i, u.:  '.- ..;*'.. 4' 4133'.1
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-J

where I(K) is the so-called interference fun
ction and is measured

by  X-ray or neutron diffraction. Therefore

4.  2
s(e)

7   2*62 /
N    / m  F(K) 1 I(K) (10)

From this result we see that the essential te
mperature dependence of

15.

        is    due    to
the tempe rature variation   of I(K), which according   to   (9)

results from the temperature dependence of z
(r), the correlation

function.

Now the temperature dependence of z(r) and hence of f ' arises

fram the thermally-induced density fluctuati
ons in the liquid associated

with the thermal motions of the ion-cores.  O
ne can show this by a

direct application of fluctuation theory (6>
.  Because of interactions

between atoms of the liquid the volume or de
nsity fluctuations are

spacially correlated and this correlation is
 given by z(r).  Thus

we can account for the temperature dependence of    by means of the

temperature dependence of the structure.

If G  =  the Gibbs free energy per unit volum
e of liquid, and

G  =  the average value of G (i.e., for a uniform density no), the

variation of free energy from point-to-point
 due to density fluctuations

is

G  -G+ #Al(n-no)2  +  #A2 (lhi)
2 (11)

where Al and A2 are  > 0  (A2>> Al),

11_.. Rms=, w::1 Rm.% M:t···'it«»ti. c..,#«r.>"'·'·. :··1 t,·:42'.172&r* rk<·.'·Si:'·32··,:·3:WT'<.FX.'rk:I
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An arbitrary density fluctuatian can always be described in terms

of its Fourier components.  Also, because of their orthogonality

the total free energy change is the sum of the free energy changes

associated with each Fourier component.  Therefore, if we have

J--1

-Fi(r)   - no /. n elg.r (12)7 9 1
V F     2 0

then ZSGZ 5             (Al  +  A2  92)   Ing 1
(13)

g

1 f A J.
-ig •rsince

n9 V j (n-no)e dV

(n     n  )-9

The thermodynamic probability of the gth Fourier term is given by

-

w   -   exp                 (Al   +   A 2   92)    I  ngl 2
-

-

kT
,2

Hence    <I n  1     >    =
g         V(Al + A292)

1 J

Thus  J  z(r)e-ig,rd# =  1. <In 12 > -1
no    |   

kT

no(Al + A292)

:4.:. '™7:*.-- :P.' '  2959*TRFn ,
4-'SL/ • 1· ·R,e  ,t)*&&.:.':.EV  E*,2cee. ams
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By Fourier inversion this gives

z(r)
kT e-Yr -     kT

4An A -F  -  45(n rA0 2 0  2

(7 < <1)

By substitution and integration we then get

00

S(e) 7 1    2       1+ 1 4*r drN    /m F(i')    2 < f'   kTe-Tr  sin Kr   2  j
(14)

t
21(/fi 0  2u 0    4*n rA Kr

which leads to the approximate result

j 2
s(8) (15)N   m F(K)

V     2,42                     2
  02K2 + kTnQA 2K

(since 7 << 1).

We then find that

2k-2 max
v                                           kTK

1             max                m                       f              i F(*)12(n/  +  E-
)dK (16)  = -*r '*2k2              0max  

- -

Equation (16) now expresses the temperature dependence of  f  at
constant pressure of a simple monovalent metallic liquid.

IJ.- ..: ,=..'.»"i'.*. .    I '.-==al=1!1111114is"Fn" I................-,-Il
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At first glance this result would seem to indicate a simple

linear temperature dependence for  f . However, both no and A2 are

also temperature dependent.  n  depends upon temperature due to the

normal thermal expansion of the liquid.  Hence, we have

n       n   11 - aCT - T )1 (17)
O O L mi

where a = the volume coefficient of expansione n   = the particle

density  at the melting point  and   T      = the melting temperature.
6

Thus n contributes an additional temperature term.
0

On the other hand, A2 exhibits a more complicated temperature

dependence.  We investigate this by considering the physical signi-

ficance of A2. In equation (11) we saw how free energy variations             2

could be expressed in terms of density fluctuations.  The first term

on the right hand side represents the increase in free energy due to

presence of a local gradient in density of the liquid.  The second

term   gives   rise to surface tension since it describes the contrdbuti cn

from incipient surfaces between regions differing in density.  This

requires that A2>0, otherwise we would have a negative surface tension.

1 2Since bA2(VID is defined at constant pressure we expect that A2

should be essentially constant near T  but will tend to decrease at

a slightly increasing  rate at sufficiently high temperatures.

1                                                                               '......... ...-'.-....I-- 1. 4.4-:  ...,/ :   4.9*E-,·:-r'·.-A *.i, :1 ·1 I '·' .·':·'..p/....P   ..1
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The net effect   of   this high tempe nature variation   of   A2
is to cause the second term

'   12 .kT
KIF(K)1 r dK

2

j

of the integrand   in   (16) to exhibit a temperature dependence greater

than the first power in T at temperatures sufficiently high enough

above T  (A2 can no longer be treated as constant).  In the temperature ·

range just above   Tm' f should   show an essentially linear dependence

on T.

A similar analysis may be applied in calculating the resistivity

as a function of temperature constant volume.  In this case we expand

the Helmholtz free energy F to obtain

j 2
F  3 9+  Cl(n - no)2  +  b (2(Vn) (18)

This then gives

2      2k
V1  max  m   r max -1 f 2 3   kTK

=   =r       27            j                1 F(K)< (noK + - )d K (19)
O C 2

(2 again corresponds to an incipient surface energy term while n0
is constant with temperature throughout.  Likewise, because of the

restriction of constant volume, it is expected that the temperature

variation of (2 will not be as marked as for A2.  The difference
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between equations (16) and (19) represents the appropriate correction

to transform constant pressure resistivity data to constant volume

resistivities.

Experimental Method

The sodium used in this experiment was of 99.95% purity supplied

by the A. D. Mackay Company.  The mercury specimens were of triple-

distilled. mercury. Two different designs for the measuring cells

were used for sodium  and mercury respectively.  Figure 1 shows a

schematic diagram for each cell. The current and potential leads

were of platinum.

Because of the highly reactive nature of the sodium, the sodium

cells were filled in an argon gas-filled dry box.  The impurity

content of the argon in the dry box was kept to within one part per

million.  The actual filling of the cell was done by means of a medical

syringe after the cell and syringe had been thoroughly cleaned.  The

sodium was heated to 10' or 15' above its melting point for filling.

All components were brought into the dry box before filling.  After

filling a set of copper-constantan thermocouple leads were sealed into

the pyrex glass specimen cell midway between the potential leads.     No

oxidation or reaction of the sodium was observed during the filling.

After the filling the sodium cell was placed in a pyrex con-

tainer already in the dry box and was sealed with a pyrex stopper.
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For best results in filling the celi was pre-heated.  The syringe

itself was heated by a nichrome heater wire wound about the syringe.

The mercury cell was filled in air.  The cell was first

evacuated and then connected to an open mercury reservoir so that

the mercury was forced into the cell by the atmospheric pressure.

An electrical resistance tube furnace was used to heat the

specimens above room temperature. A temperature  gradient of about  liC

was maintained across the specimen.  Temperature was measured by means

of the copper-constantan thermocouple which had been calibrated by

the National Bureau of Standards.

The resistivity measurements on mercury below roam temperature

were carried out as follows.  The mercury cell was inserted into an

insulated furnace with a nichrome heating element closed off at one

end.  The whole assembly was then immersed in a dry-ice and acetone

temperature bath.  The furnace current was varied to control the

specimen temperature. The temperature grsdient across the specimen

was about liC.

The resistivity was determined by measuring the potential drop

across the specimen and the electric current flowing through the speci-

men. The specimen current itself  wa s determined by measuring  the  po-

tential drop across a one-ohm standard resistor connected in series with

the specimen.  Measurements were also made in the reverse current

direction in order to eliminate thermal emfs.  The potentiometer

used was a Rubicon model 2786 low thermal emf instrument, with a

. .  r. e. "14, f.*. *,try... ".
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Keithly model 149 milli-microvoltmeter as a null indicator.  Since

the  resistivity  9    =   RA/£,  the  bore  of the pyrex capillary and  the

length between the potential leads were measured by an optical comparator

to   within .01% accuracy   at room temperature. Tempera ture corrections

were made from known values of the thermal expansion coefficient  of

pyrex.

Experimental Results

The essential results of our measurements are given by the data

plotted in Figure 2, for pure sodium, and in Figure 3, for pure mercury.

The resistivity of sodium was measured from the melting point up to

350'C at one atmosphere pressure.  The resistivity of mercury was

measured from the melting point up to 260'C at one atmosphere pressure.

In both cases it can be seen that up to about 800C above the melting

point T vs. T is linear in temperature. Above this temperature range

both curves show a slight concave upward curvature with increasing

temperature.  The initial slope of the curve for sodium is .0342

B-ohm cm/'C, while for mercury it is .0845  *-ohm cm/'C.  These re-

sults are in general agreement with those reported by Freedman and

Robertson(7).  The difference in absolute values of our resistivities

is probably due to the difference in thermal expansion coefficients

and conductivities of the specimen holders used in the two experiments.

Our specimen cells were of pyrex glass while Freedman and Robertson

used stainless steel.

1 t.                 .«r........:......     ....   . . . . .   . . , .I. . .   :  ...   . / 1  N ,:mt 11*9-=t.·":94!. 6-"ep,Firasrn,i0m3m:RSK'.*,i'·1·
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Discussion '·

Our   calculation    of the tempera ture dependence    of the resistiv:tty
of a simple liquid metal, i.e. soditim, was based on an extension of
the  method of deformation potentials .     That  is, we assume  that  the
resistance is due to the total disorder of the liquid. The tempe m ture
dependence of this disorder is due to the thermal oscillations of the
ion-cores of the liquid and their average spacial correlation as given

by z(r).  As a consequence the electrons see a temperature dependent

fluctuating potential, which is associated with the dilatations pro-

duced by the thermally fluctuating ion-cores. We obtained results

for both the constant pressure and constant volume cases, which we
express below in terms of the mean free paths.

2k
1                 1 max

3    kT  1
1- 2

| F(K) 12         -noK     +  X5  K      dK
16*E

P                         max             0

C n                    no       [1-   6    (T-Tm )1    )
(20)

0

and                      2k
max                                           -1

1                1                      1
1 1 2 3   kT

-/3-           2 IF(K)1 n K  + -K   dK
v     161rE 0C

max    o 2
-

(21)
(n  =n)00

.-,„.....................:..............„-....,
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In both cases it was shown that a linear temperature dependence of

the resistivity is to be expected in the vicinity of the melting point

with a gradually increasing slope appearing at higher temperatures.

This inherent non-linear   beha vior   wa s shown   to be related   to the tempera-

ture dependence of the surface tension of the liquid.  Measurements

made on sodium and mercury show qualitative agreement with these results

in the constant pressure case.  Measurements are now being carried out

(8)for the constant volume case.

It has frequently been the practice to discuss a residual

resistance at O'K as determined by a linear extrapolation of the

high tempe nature    data.        This is hardly a realistic physical point    of

view as one would expect     CC Ts as T-* OaK, or something similar
depending on the similarity of the liquid to a collection of Debye

oscillators.

Considerable theoretical interest has been shown in the function

|F(K)|, the Fourier transform of the scattering potentialC9).   Be-

cause we assumeda quasi-free electron model for the liquid i F(K) 1

should be relatively small.  This can be justified by the method of

the psuedopotential as pointed out by Ziman.C9 

Even though the actual potential acting on the electrons is

usually very strong and varies rapidly in space the kinetic energy

of the valance electrons near the nucleus is nearly large enough to

compensate the action of the actual ion-core potential. In normal

metals, one can then treat this compensation as though the valence

electrons were scattered by a weak psuedopotential.C9 

./--"
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Because of the thermal fluctuations in density one would natur,ally

expect   | F( )   to exhibit some temperature dependence. However, since

| F(K) |   results from integration  only  over a given atomic  cell,   its

tempe rature dependence will hardly be discernible   and   so   we can treat

it   as constant. Estimates   of   l  F(K) I    may   be   obta ined following

arguments first put forward by Ziman.C9  A more direct approach to

the problem may be possible by the method of Augmented Plane Waves

CLO)first introduced by Slater and co-workers                                                                      .,·i

In general, the tendency has been to separate the resistivity

into two terms, (a) a temperature independent term called the structure

term, and (b) a temperature dependent term more recently associated

with "plasma scattering".C9  As a matter of fact, as we have already

indicated, both terms are structure terms since they both arise from

correlations in the density fluctuations in the liquid.  For example,

the temperature dependence found by Ziman and others based on a(9)

"plasma" term can be shown to be essentially equivalent to the tempera-

ture term we have derived.  The primary distinction between the "plasma"

theory and the correlated fluctuation model is that the plasma model

considers the system to be a random one whereas we treat the problem

in terms of the actual physical symmetry of the liquid.

' . .'    ,   • · , . / :I.-Pr.'·I....,7- ..     1       . ,-, .4   .1.*·.
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A further point concerning the
thermal term in    is the fact

that the high temperature behavior of if is essentially non-linear

for both constant pressure and constant volume.  This result is really

not new since the temperature dependence of the compressibility

should lead to similar behavior in Ziman's result.  Basically, such

temperature behavior arises    from   the anha rmonic character   of   the    ion-

core oscillations in both cases.  Ultimately we are led to the conclusion

that temperature variations of the correlation function z(r) determine

the essential temperature dependence of the resistivity of a simple
"

metal. Measurements of z(r) as a function of temperature at constant

volume are currently being carried out to test this result.(11)

As we can see from Figures 2 and 3, there is a considerable

similarity in the behavior of the resistivity as a function of tempera-

ture at constant pressure for both sodium and mercury.  This is interest-

ing since the electronic structures of the two elements are quite

dissimilar.  Furthermore, our calculations are based upon assumptions

which best apply to sodium.  No explanation can be given for this result

at the peesent time.

In the case of resistivity measured at constant volume, sodium

and mercury exhibit very different behavior.  Sodium shows a resistivity

increase while mercury shows a decreasing resistivity with increasing

temperature. Unfortunately,  in the case of sodium .and other alkali
metals, these resistivity measurements are only carried out to less
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than 100'C above their melting points.  Any deviation from a linear

temperature dependence    for    can hardly appear, particula rly since

the precision in the constant volume measurements is significantly

less than those at constant pressure.  For this reason we are currently

carrying  out more precise constant volume measurements to higher tempera-.

tures.

In conclusion, we presume that the temperature-dependent electrical

resistivity of a pure simple liquid metal is due to the total disorder

of the liquid.  This disorder is due to the correlated density fluctua-

tions distributed throughout the liquid. These density fluctuations

are described quantitatively by the correlation function, z(r), of

the liquid.   Thus the temperature dependence of z(r). describes the

temperature dependence of the disorder and hence the resistivity.
- -

For the case of constant volume behavior,1 V nl/n   is a measure
0

of the volume strain associated   with a density.fluctuation.       From   this

one can readily see that the parameter C2 in equation (19) is given

approximately by

C2          1/8.0 'v Tic)
(22)

where 0£
=  the appropriate compressibility of the liquid.  Substi-

,V

tuting (22) into (21) gives a result similar to that found by Ziman(9)

for the resistivity at constant volume.
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-6
In order to compute F(K), the scattering effect on the 

con-

ductian electrons, we assume that the electrons are nearly free.  That

is, each electron is assumed to move in the fields of the ion-cores

and an average potential due to all the other electrans
.  The magnitude

of this field is small compared to the kinetic energy o
f the electrons.

The average field contributed by the other electrons acts to essentially

screen out the effective field of an ion-core beyond it
s associated

atomic volume.
-

F( K)   is the Fourier   transform   of the screened potential associated

with a given atomic cell in the liquid. In general, F(12) will fluctuate

slightly from one cell to another with the density flu
ctuations of the

liquid. Since the ian-core fields are almost completely screened

near the nucleus the only effect of thermal fluctuatio
ns is to disturb

-- th
the form of V  (r-rn) near the boundary of the n  atomi

c cell.  How-
Pn

ever,     this will primarily affect the small angle scattering because
....

of the form of F(K). A simi1ar effect is seen in the temperature

.*

dependence of I(K) in that (16) and (19) indicate that
 the temperature

term is proportional to K instead of K3, hence small an
gle scattering

is more favored.
.".

.--

In general, F(K) will have the following form.  F(K) has its

maximum value at K =0.  In the vicinity of K=0 the maximum is
.".

fairly flat.  As we go to higher values of K, F(K) decr
eases more

1

I  ...............t.....-.'- I- ...'. I I       t
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and more rapidly at first, then approaches zero more slowly as K
tends towards the value42 R, where R is a measure of the size of an

atomic cell.  The high angle scattering which is due to the potential
,

near the nucleus is essentially independent of tempers ture.        In   any
....case we can see that the effect of temperature on F(K) is quite small

and so we neglect it.

Ziman has attempted to describe the scattering in a liquid in a          .,
-+

rather unique way.  What he did was to break up F(K) into two parts;
.4                  -

(a) a psuedopotential term, and (b) a plasma term.  He then says that            ·4< 

the plasma term dominates the small-angle scattering and hence the

temperature dependence of  ,
while the psuedopotential dominates the

high-angle scattering.  This is not quite so since the psuedopotential

*M
term probably is the dominant one at all angles.  However, as we have

already seen the psuedopotential term is basically insensitive to

temperature.  On the other hand, the plasma term has a small inherent

temperature dependence   that   we can neglect. The prima ry temperature
dependence of p arises from the increasing randomization of the state

of short-range order in the liquid by the thermal oscillations of the

ion-cores. This effect originates from the temperature dependence of
.-'

I<K), i.e., of z(r), and includes contributions from both the psuedo-
-

potential and plasma terms in F(K).  In this sense we obtain an ex-

pression for the resistivity at constant volume which is analogous
5
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to Ziman's result.  As to the question of the behavior shown by mercury
(8)

we defer discussion until we consioer the constant volume effect
s.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1(a)  Schematic representation of the l
iquid sodium measuring

cell.

Figure 1(b)  Schematic representation of the l
iquid mercury measuring

cell.

Figure 2 Resistivity vs. temperature behavior of liquid
 sodium

at 1 atmosphere pressure. The dashed line is a linear

extrapolation   of   the   data   obtained   near the melting

point.

Figure 3 Resistivity  vs, temperature behavior of liquid mercury

at 1 atmosphere pressure.  The dashed line is 
a linear

extrapolation of the data obtained near the me
lting

point. „1:
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